An ANN-Based Temperature Controller for a Plastic Injection Moulding System
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Abstract: This paper proposes an approach to an ANN-based temperature controller design for a plastic injection moulding system. This design approach is applied to the development of a controller based on a combination of a classical ANN and integrator. The controller provides a fast temperature response and zero steady-state error for three typical heaters (bar, nozzle, and cartridge) for a plastic moulding system. The simulation results in Matlab Simulink software and in comparison to an industrial PID regulator have shown the advantages of the controller, such as significantly less overshoot and faster transient (compared to PID with autotuning) for all examined heaters. In order to verify the proposed approach, the designed ANN controller was implemented and tested using an experimental setup based on an STM32 board.
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1. Introduction

Injection moulding is a fundamental industrial process in the polymer industry for plastic part manufacturing. This process is widely applied to the mass production of a large variety of plastic components, from LEGO bricks to advanced body panels for automobiles. The process comprises plastic granule movement through a barrel using a reciprocating screw, melting under the heater’s influence, injection of the molten material under high pressure into a mould for shaping the polymer into the desired form and, finally, cooling. At the end of the process, the pressure is decreased, the mould is opened, the detail is removed, and the next cycle of the process starts again. Figure 1 shows a schematic structure of a typical injection moulding machine for plastic part manufacturing.

Figure 1. Simplified schematic diagram of injection moulding machine.
There are many process parameters affecting on the microstructure, properties, and quality of the moulded parts, such as mould tolerance, pressure of molten plastic, and temperature in the melting zone. However, the temperature of the heating element is the most crucial parameter to ensure the required quality, efficiency, and productivity of the moulding process. Injection velocity, part cooling time, and cavity pressure significantly depend on the temperature in the melting zone [1,2]. Incorrect temperature of the molten plastic leads to deterioration of the overall product quality and obtaining the desired part properties. On the other hand, the dynamic properties of temperature control impact energy efficiency and moulding parts quality. If the temperature in the melting zone transients slowly to a desired value, then the productivity of the manufacturing process is decreased. In the case of fast temperature transient, a dynamic control could respond with an overshoot temperature instead of a sloping process to a steady-state condition value. Therefore, the control system has to ensure an appropriate controlling accuracy and speed of temperature setting. These parameters depend on the quality of controller tuning and heater parameter permanence [3,4]. Yao et al. [5] formulated the main requirements applied to the temperature controller design as (1) fast start-up of the system without overshoot transient and (2) consistency of the temperature control under operational conduction.

The major issue of the temperature control algorithms for plastic injection moulding machines is that the melting zone heater properties, such as gain and time constants, are usually unknown to the controller. Obviously, parameters of a single heater could be easily identified and implemented into a controller structure. However, the heating elements can be replaced during the production cycle due to operational requirements or in the course of machine maintenance. In this case, the parameters of a new heater are undefined to the controller. This means that model-based control methods cannot provide sufficient accuracy of the control without additional tuning each time when the heating elements are changed [4,6]. In order to avoid additional controller tuning, a method of online parameter estimation could be involved, but this demands additional computational resources and increases execution time. It is important to note that the melting zone heater properties can vary over time in relation to the filling level of barrel, type of plastic, number of production cycles, etc. This uncertainty of heater properties also makes the model-based methods inefficient and requires the utilisation of a complex control system operating under sophisticated algorithms [3,4,7].

Apart from classical PID control, there are a variety of advanced control methods aimed to provide precise temperature management of the heaters with instable parameters. Precision temperature control can be obtained using advanced algorithms, such as an artificial neural network (ANN) [8–10], fuzzy-logic, or combined adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) controller [11–13]. However, either classical or ANN-based controllers have to be tuned in the initial stage of operation.

This paper discusses the control method applied for a plastic injection moulding system based on the ANN approach. The principle of the proposed control consists of the combination of initial tuning and further behavioural performance of an ANN. According to this approach, the ANN-based controller has to be tuned off-line at the initial stage of the operation to provide the optimal control signal calculated for a set of heater parameters. Then, this trained controller uses its behavioral properties for normal operation in a system where parameters of the heating element could vary. Such an approach utilises the generalization ability of ANN. This method of control is implemented to ensure an efficient operation of the manufacturing system, providing a fast transient and minimum overshooting of the temperature in the melting zone. The closed-loop temperature control for the plastic moulding process is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the ANN controller is responsible for a fast temperature transient, while the integrator block holds it at the desired level under steady state condition.
The major issues of ANN controller design are the selection of an ANN structure which determines the computational complexity and generalisation efficiency; the appropriate training data set and algorithm; and reference system dynamics to be performed by the trained ANN controller. This paper proposes an approach to design an ANN-based temperature controller for a plastic moulding system to increase the performance of the manufacturing process due to a fast transient. The design approach focusing on the reference control algorithm is represented by a number of steps considered in Section 2 of the paper. Section 3 provides a discussion of the results of system simulation for various barrels and heaters in a Matlab/Simulink software environment and a comparison with experimental data.

2. ANN Controller Design

The initial design stage for the majority of control systems is the identification of the plant transfer function. For this purpose, three commonly used heater elements were investigated, tested, and analysed in [3]. The transfer functions (including the coefficients) have been identified using the practical test results. Therefore, the transfer functions for most common heaters are represented by the following equations—(1) nozzle heater, (2) bar heater, (3) cartridge heater:

\[
G(s) = \frac{2305}{1298s + 1},
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{1029}{238425s^2 + 2890s + 1},
\]

\[
G(s) = \frac{1694}{53506s^2 + 547s + 1}.
\]

These transfer functions represent the most typical plants, but their coefficients can vary due to manufacturing tolerance and operational conditions. However, the designed control system should provide an adequate transient for all of these objects and be not sensitive to their parameter change or variation. It is well-known that a digital control system can provide a fast transient without overshoot in a finite number of control steps equal to the order of the plant. The variable gain method was proposed in [14] to calculate the appropriate control steps, and as was shown in [15], this method is well suited for calculating the reference control steps for the ANN training procedure.

2.1. Reference Digital Controller Design

In order to design the digital controller, one of the three transfer function (1)–(3) should be selected for the calculation. The 2nd order transfer function with the fastest dynamics is preferred because the ANN controller must perform a transient without overshoot (or with minimum possible overshoot) for any of these plants. This is why the transfer function (3) was selected. To simplify the calculations, the transfer function should be rewritten as follows:

\[
G(s) = \frac{k}{(s + a)(s + b)}.
\]
The transfer function (3) in terms of Equation (4) is represented as below:

\[
G(s) = \frac{3.166 \times 10^{-2}}{(s + 2.384 \times 10^{-3})(s + 7.84 \times 10^{-3})}. \tag{5}
\]

The reference digital control system with the heater block diagram is shown in Figure 3. The approach to calculate the duration of the control steps for the system in Figure 3 was derived from the differential equations and transition states equations (excluding the controller), as follows:

\[
T = 0; \ x_1 = x_2 - ax_1; \ x_2 = kE - bx_2; \ \dot{E} = 0, \tag{6}
\]

\[
T(h_n^+); \ x_1(h_n^+) = x_1(h_n); \ x_2(h_n^+) = x_2(h_n); \ E(h_n^+) = T(h_n) - x_1(h_n) \tag{7}
\]

Figure 3. Block diagram of the reference digital control system.

The set of the differential equation (6) was used to derive the state matrix A:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -a & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -b & k \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{8}
\]

whereas the equations of transition states (7) were applied for development of matrix B:

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & -1 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{9}
\]

The transposed extended state column vector of the system is:

\[
V^T = \begin{bmatrix}
T \\ x_1 \\ x_2 \\ E
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{10}
\]

The transposed vector of initial conditions is:

\[
V^T(0) = \begin{bmatrix}
T(0) \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0
\end{bmatrix} = T(0)\begin{bmatrix}
1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{11}
\]

The state matrix of the system was used for the development of the transition matrix at the initial step of control, shown below:

\[
\Phi(h_1) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & A_1 & W_1 & kP_1 \\
0 & 0 & B_1 & kQ_1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{12}
\]

where \(A_1 = e^{-ah_1}; \ B_1 = e^{-bh_1}; \ W_1 = \frac{1}{\pi a^2}(A_1 - B_1); \ P_1 = \frac{1}{\pi a^2}[1 + \frac{1}{\pi a^2}(bA_1 - aB_1)]; \ Q_1 = \frac{1}{\pi}(1 - B_1)\).
The modified equation representing the transition state can be applied in order to determine the state of the system at various times. However, the fact that the duration of the control steps is variable must be taken into account, according to [14]:

\[ V(h_n^+) = BV(h_n), \]  
\[ V(h_n + h_{n+1}) = \Phi(h_{n+1}) \times V(h_n^+). \]

The transposed extended state column vector for the first, initial step of control operation can be derived from Equations (13) and (14), taking into account Equations (9), (11), and (12):

\[ V^T(0^+) = \begin{bmatrix} T(0) & 0 & 0 & m_1 \end{bmatrix}, \]  
\[ V^T(h_1) = \begin{bmatrix} T(0) & kP_1m_1 & kQ_1m_1 & m_1 \end{bmatrix}, \]

where \( m_1 \) is controller output (could be described as an error at the beginning of the first control step multiplied by controller gain).

The transition matrix given below was developed for the second step of control:

\[ \Phi(h_2) = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & A_2 & W_2 & kP_2 \\ 0 & 0 & B_2 & kQ_2 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \]

where \( A_2 = e^{-ah_2}; B_2 = e^{-bh_2}; W_2 = \frac{1}{a^2}(A_2 - B_2); P_2 = \frac{1}{at} \left[ a + \frac{1}{a^2b^2}(bA_2 - aB_2) \right]; Q_2 = \frac{1}{t}(1 - B_2). \)

The extended state column vector for the second step of control process can be derived from Equations (13) and (14), taking into account Equations (16) and (17):

\[ V^T(h_1^+) = \begin{bmatrix} T(0) & kP_2m_2 \end{bmatrix}, \]  
\[ V(h_1 + h_2) = \begin{bmatrix} T(0) & kA_2P_1m_1 + kW_2Q_1m_1 + kP_2m_2 \\ kB_2Q_1m_1 + kQ_2m_2 \\ m_2 \end{bmatrix}, \]

where \( m_2 \) is controller output (could be described as an error at the beginning of the second control step multiplied by controller gain).

Since the selected transfer function was represented by the second order equation, the finite duration of control process could be realised within two control steps. In order to obtain the finite duration of the system transient process the conditions given below must be met:

\[ \begin{cases} x_1(h_1 + h_2) = T(0) \\ x_2(h_1 + h_2) = a \times T(0) \end{cases}. \]

Hence, a final set of equations was obtained using Equations (19) and (20):

\[ \begin{cases} kA_2P_1m_1 + kW_2Q_1m_1 + kP_2m_2 = T(0) \\ kB_2Q_1m_1 + kQ_2m_2 = a \times T(0) \end{cases}. \]

In order to provide the fast transient, the amplitude of the first control step \( m_1 \) should be equal to 1 (1 means 100% of power applied to the load). Consequently, the speed of the temperature rise at the end of the first control step will reach the maximum. The second control step should perform a stabilisation of the temperature on the given level so the inertness of the heating system could be used
for this purpose. The value of \( m_2 \) should be equal to 0 in this case (0 means no power applied to the load). However, a certain amount of power must be applied to the load after the end of the second control step to support the temperature at the desired level. The value of the further control steps can be calculated using the following formula:

\[
m_n = T(0) \frac{a b}{k},
\]

(22)

where \( n = 3, 4, \ldots \)

If the parameters of control actions \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are known, then Equation (21) has two unknown variables—\( h_1, h_2 \). The resolution of Equation (21) for various temperatures \( T(0) \) determines the duration of the control steps \( h_1, h_2 \) and, therefore, ensures the implementation of a digital controller operating under time-pulse modulation. Unfortunately, this system has no analytical solution and requires the application of a numerical method to obtain the control step durations. Figure 4 illustrates the transient of the system with the plant described by Equation (5) and control steps calculated using Equations (21) and (22).

![Reference controller transient](image)

**Figure 4.** Reference controller transient.

However, the uncertainty of heater parameters and complex calculations are major issues for the implementation of this algorithm for embedded application where computational resources are limited. On the other hand, this algorithm can be used for ANN controller offline training purposes.

### 2.2. ANN Structure and Training

ANNs simulate the behavior of biological neurons and are based on a set of artificial neurons connected to each other. The neurons in a typical ANN have fixed activation functions, however their weights can be varied. There are three main topology groups of ANN: full-mesh, weakly connected networks, and multilayer network. [16,17] recognised that the best topology for automatic control systems is a multilayer network. Other types of networks, such as radial basis function networks (RBF) and recurrent networks, are also used in control system applications, however, these networks have some disadvantages. For example, [17,18] stated that RBF networks usually have a larger quantity of neurons than feed forward networks (FFN) for the same application. Regarding the recurrent networks, [17,19] noted that the implementation of these networks in control loops requires significant computational resources due to the network dynamic properties with highly nonlinear parameters.

The multilayer FFN trained offline was selected for controller design due to its strong function approximation capability and relatively low computational complexity. As described in [17], if the FFN has two hidden layers, the approximation process can be built up easier than for a system with one hidden layer. Therefore, the structure of the proposed FNN shown in Figure 5 utilises two hidden
layers. The temperature error and the speed of temperature error are the inputs of the ANN to represent the control system dynamics. The exact number of neurons in each hidden layer depends on a variety of factors, such as the number of inputs, size of training set, a character of approximated control signal. The actual number of neurons in hidden layers were chosen as the result of previous experience obtained from the modelling and simulation of various FFN structures. The proposed network consists of six neurons in the first hidden layer and three neurons in the second hidden layer. It can be seen that the activation function of the neurons in the hidden layers is a hyperbolic tangent function which provides a good learning efficiency [16]. The output layer consists of a single neuron with a linear activation function. This layer generates the output signal, which varies between 0 (no power applied to the heater) and 1 (full power applied to the heater).

The ANN must be trained offline at the initial stage of operation in the temperature control system. In order to ensure this procedure, the training set of data should be prepared in advance. It is expected that the dataset for training is regularly distributed across the entire range of possible input values to ensure the best approximation capability of the network. Hence, the algorithm used to organise a regular data set is listed below:

1. Firstly, the maximum and minimum values of temperature should be selected;
2. Then, the duration of both control steps is calculated using Equation (21) for the maximum given temperature;
3. The plant response is calculated using transfer Equation (5) for each sampling period of the system. The error is calculated as a difference between the given and current temperatures. The speed of the error varying is calculated as a difference between the current and previous errors (the distance between error values used for speed calculation could be bigger than one sampling period, it depends on the sampling rate and plant dynamic properties);
4. The values of errors and speed are stored in two-dimensional input array. The values of control signal, which are “1” for the first control step and “0” for the second, are stored in the output array;
5. The target temperature is decremented in the given amount of degrees and process repeats from stage 2 of this algorithm, but on stage 4 the data is placed at the end of the input and output arrays;
6. The algorithm stops when the minimum temperature chosen at the first stage is achieved.

Figure 5. ANN controller structure.
When the dataset was ready, the ANN was trained using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. This algorithm is considered one of the most efficient back propagation algorithms based on conjugate gradient method [20, 21]. As a result, the ANN controller ready to use was obtained; its control surface is shown in Figure 6. The ANN training dataset was collected with a sampling period equal to 1.3 s and the gap of five samples was used for the speed of the error varying calculation.

![Trained ANN control surface.](image)

The dominant signal values of the ANN controller were 0 and 1, similar to the reference controller. Nevertheless, the transition between 0 and 1 was not so sharp, especially in the region of low errors and low error speed. The reason for such behaviour is the smooth activation functions, which ANN uses to approximate the reference controller dynamics. However, this issue had no crucial influence on the process in general and could be improved by using a scale gain for the error and its speed.

3. Matlab Simulation and Experimental Validation

3.1. Matlab Simulation

To evaluate the dynamics of the ANN-based temperature control system, the Simulink model shown in Figure 7 was designed. The complete transient process was virtually divided into two regions: “far region” and “near region”. The “far region” was the area where the new target temperature was established. This region was characterised by a constantly decreasing high error and by an error speed which was increasing from zero to maximum and consequently smoothly decreasing. The “near region” was the area where the temperature was close to steady state value; it was characterised by low errors and low error speed. Therefore, at the beginning of process, “Switch1” and “Switch2” were in the bottom position and the feedback signals passed through the “Error Gain” block and “Speed Gain” block to the ANN controller. “Switch3” held the integrator output disconnected from the plant input. Hence, the ANN controller performed the control assignment by itself.
When the temperature was close to target value and the speed of the error variance was close to zero, block Gain selection rules switched the error and the error speed signal gains. Block Integral component selection rules turned on the integrator output. Now, the integrator supplied a signal proportional to the power to hold the temperature on a desired level. The ANN controller’s role was to withstand the disturbances and to support the integral component if it did not have an appropriate value at the end of the “far region” of transient. The simulation of system behaviour was held for the heaters with transfer functions (1): Nozzle, (2): Bar, (3): Cartridge.

In addition, the same simulation was performed for the temperature control system with a PID regulator tuned for each heater separately. In addition, the simulation was made for the PID regulator with autotuning, which is currently used in industrial equipment. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 8. The general parameters of transient responses are presented in Tables 1 and 2, where (I)—PID with autotuning, (II)—PID with prior tuning, (III)—ANN with integrator.
Table 1. Rise time for different controllers, [s].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{\text{target}}, ^\circ \text{C}$</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>(II)</td>
<td>(III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overshoot for different controllers, [%].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{\text{target}}, ^\circ \text{C}$</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>(I)</td>
<td>(II)</td>
<td>(III)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartridge</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of simulation show that PID with autotuning was the slowest algorithm among these three, because of the time used for parameter tuning at the beginning of transient (Figures 8–10). PID with prior tuning showed a slightly faster transient (for 60–90 s) than ANN with integrator, but usually had higher overshoot (Tables 1 and 2). However, the major drawback of PID with prior tuning is the requirement of individual tuning for each heater before use, which is impractical and inefficient in industrial equipment for injection moulding.
3.2. Experimental Validation

To verify the dynamics of the proposed controller the experimental setup was designed (Figure 11). The control algorithm was realised using a PC as a program with graphical user interface (GUI) in Matlab environment (Figure 12). This program communicated with the STM32F4DISCOVERY board via USB interface to set the PWM duty cycle and to collect the temperature data. POWER BOARD fed the CARTRIDGE heater with a desired amount of power from the AC main. THERMOCOUPLE BOARD converted the signal proportional to the temperature in a digital form and sent it via SPI to the STM32F4DISCOVERY board.

![Figure 11. Cartridge heater controller.](image1)

The GUI of the control program provided an opportunity to set the desired temperature value (slider and text field in the left side of the GUI). It also provided real time monitoring of the dynamics of the heater temperature change (plot in the centre of the GUI) and observation of the values of current error and speed gains (text fields in the right corner of the GUI), including adjusting values "on the fly".

The experimental data of the transient process for the cartridge heater with transfer function (1) are shown in Figure 13, alongside simulation results for the same object. The diagram shows nearly
the same results for the experiment and simulation. The major differences between these two curves could be found in the steady state region. The experimental transient had a steady state error different from zero because of disturbances, such as an air flow that increased the speed of cooling down in the real system in contrast to the Simulink model. In addition, a steady state error shows the weakness of integral gain that could not be increased without increasing the overshoot. Hence, the solution of this issue is a subject for future research.

Figure 13. Experimental data and simulation result.

4. Conclusions

This paper discussed a method of temperature controller design for a plastic injection moulding system utilising a multilayer FFN trained offline to approximate the dynamic properties of a regulator optimised by speed and overshoot.

It was proposed to divide the entire temperature transient process into two regions and apply different control structures for these regions. This approach was derived from the fact that the system should satisfy different requirements at the beginning of transient process and at the end. The main scope of this work was focused on the first region of the transient process, where the main issue is the fast set-point tracking with minimum overshoot. However, the second region, where precision and stability are the major demands, should be the subject of the future investigation.

The simulation results of the proposed design and its comparison to the PID regulator currently used in the industry have been shown. This simulation demonstrated the advantages of the proposed method, such as less overshoot and fast transient (in comparison to PID with autotuning).
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